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Meeting Notes 
21st March 2019  

Attendees David Anderson, Paul Malloy, Mervyn Bright, Joyce Lewis, Anne Dyster, Clare Maslen, 
Colin Cutler, Heather Cutler. 

Apologies Jeanne MacWillson 

Matters arising from the last meeting: Various members had responded to Mervyn’s request for 
information regarding tunnels, Cuckoo Road and Hollow Ditch and there had been responses on the 
Terling Hub. Coincidentally, the local paper had run a history item about a road (Cut a throat) in the 
Maldon area which was sunken and Hollow ditch may come from the Saxon. 

History Evening and open Days 

Discussion took place regarding the success of the recent History evening, attended by over 100 
people. Thanks were given to all the group who worked very hard both before, on the day and the 
next day, in setting up, managing the event and putting everything away after. Particular thanks to 

David, Clare, Colin and Heather for the long hours they put in before during and after the event. 

The Terling Tales stand was very interesting to many though, as yet, no further people have 
suggested additional older residents for a chat. 

The feedback forms, supplied by Clare, were completed by a number of people and all were 
complimentary about the event. The catering was seen as a nice addition and there was a general 
view that it was a very convivial evening. The Timeline of the church received compliments as did the 
showing of the videos and slides.  

Suggestions for next time included: more signage of the items on display and in order to find people 
with answers to some questions, History Group member name tags. Both will be taken on board. Also 
considered for the next similar event were more family history orientated photos and items, and 
grouping of the displays more. 

The manning of the Open Days was discussed.  

Paul suggested a Terling History Facts crib sheet for the most likely questions and answers. Agreed 
this should augment the existing “A Guide to Terling Church” and the various new pamphlets.  

Agreed that there should always be two people as guides throughout the day, although it is hoped 
that church members will also be attendance for some of the time. The next meeting will be used to 
create the diary of attendance to ensure cover, which will normally be two-hour slots (or multiples of 
two hours).  

The Open Days will last from 10am to 4pm on both the Friday 17th & Saturday 18th May.  

Sarah McNamara is liaising with Terling School for their attendance.  

Invitations will be created and sent by Heather to all local U3A groups, Arts Society Essex Records 
Office, Essex Family Heritage Group, local newspapers. Clare suggested we should also invite senior 
school history teachers and pupils and Anglia Ruskin students. BBC Essex also to be contacted. 

For Heritage Lottery records we should count attendees. 
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It was suggested that a donation box might be useful for teas and coffees. Refreshments will be 
limited to teas, coffees, soft drinks and if possible, homemade cakes. 

At the History Evening a number of people had expressed a hope that the Open Days would have 
some of the content of the History Evening, but as the Open Days are more aimed at out of village 
attendance, this should be limited. The manpower for getting things out displaying items and then 
putting them away was considerable for the History Evening and not practical to repeat. However, we 
can put out local books, obviously the existing display boards and maybe have some electronic 
displays of photos. 

Current projects 

1 Terling Tales 

Work is progressing with chats with older residents. 

Joyce reported that planning was proposed for a reunion photograph for those born and or brought up 
in Terling. James Newman suggested as the photographer. If possible, the photograph to take place 
on one of the open Days with a “Bring a Picnic on Church Green”, where the photograph can be 
taken. 

The group will be meeting shortly to discuss the plans, including use of cricket club memorabilia. 

2 Clare advised that Lady Rayleigh has been investigating the Joseph Strutt painting and the 
possibility of restoration. Heather has some possible contacts supplied by Robin Dixon which she will 
pass on. 

Colin advised the Diocese also has experts available as this is a fairly common problem and will pass 

on details. 

Clare also has news of the possible location of a Rochester memorial item for the Blessed Saint 
Rochester of Terling. During the time of the Reformation and for about 30 years after, when churches 
were stripped of their painted walls, iconic window glass and other items it appears a Rochester item 
“taken from a Parish church” was taken for safety and installed, along with a number of other similar 
items, in a safe place, Walsingham Catholic National Shrine, Norfolk. Generally, anything valuable 
found its way into the King's Treasury, with the remainder simply smashed or burned. The effect on 
church interiors was catastrophic - having been brightly coloured and highly decorated, they suddenly 

became plain, white and unadorned.  

3 Mervyn has continued to work on the local census transcribing and had some additional 
archives items to load to the church PC. 

He had details of the staff at Terling Place in 1871 at the time of the 2nd Lord Rayleigh. He also now 
advised that Warners Farm was then Leigh’s Farm and Taylors Farm was Farsleys. Earlier, Fardings 
was Little Farsleys while Taylors was Great Farsleys.  

4 Paul will be checking for more graffiti in the Tower Room. 

5 David continues to catalogue and photograph archive items. 

6 Anne has a number of items for the archive including photos of village events to which she 
has put names. 

7 Heather reported that Linda Lee had donated two CDs of images from the URC records, 
which include financial records and births etc. All fascinating items, which will form part of our archive 

and some of which will be displayed on our website. Our thanks to Linda. 

Heather continues with scanning and cataloguing.  

Once David and she have finished it is probable that a number of items will be moved within the 
archive to create a more grouped approach to items. This will assist with subsequent displays. 

The next group meeting will be at the church at 2pm on April 18th. 


